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Spectra Precision CB30 Panel 
For Dual Laser Control 

Using the easy-to-use Spectra Precision® Laser CB25 Single Control Box for grade control allows you to automatically control 
blade elevation for balancing and rough grading applications. You can also automatically control the blade for fine grading.  
Proportional receivers and hydraulic valves provide maximum system accuracy for precise and smooth operation. 
 
The CB25 single control box, mounted in the cab, automatically controls the lift of a blade or attachment allowing you to       
perform tasks of simple elevation to more complex grading jobs that require elevation blade control. You can also switch from  
automatic to manual control with the flip of a switch, eliminating any need to stop or change settings. The super-bright LED 
grade display of the CB25 relays blade position to grade in any light, so you can stay productive at all times. The CB25 can be 
used with either the Spectra Precision LR50 or LR60 Grade Display Receiver on skid steer loaders, small graders and          
attachments that require lift control. These attachments include dozer blades, grader blades, box blades and loader buckets. 

When you use the advanced, yet affordable Spectra Precision® Laser CB30 Dual Control box for grade control, your compact 
machine is capable of even more. The CB30 control box allows you to simultaneously control lift and tilt of a skid steer loader 
attachment, small dozer or grader blade. This makes the CB30 an ideal solution for small contractors and mid-sized general 
controls in need of affordable automatic grade control. With the flexibility to perform simple elevation display as well as more 
complex grading jobs requiring automatic elevation and slope blade control, the CB30 dual control box can help reduce costs 
and increase jobsite efficiency. 
 
The CB30 can be used with either the Spectra Precision Laser LR50 or LR60 Grade Display Receiver on skid steer loaders with 
attachments such as 6-way dozer blade, grader blade, box blade, or loader bucket, small dozers and small graders. 
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